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Abstract
The standard alpha-factor model for common cause failure assumes symmetry, in that all components must have identical failure rates. In this paper, we generalise the alpha-factor model to deal with asymmetry, in order to apply the model to power networks, which are typically asymmetric. For parameter estimation, we propose a set of conjugate Dirichlet-Gamma priors, and we discuss how posterior bounds can be obtained. Finally, we demonstrate our methodology on a simple yet realistic example.
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1 Introduction
When modelling power networks, typically, the basic event we are interested in are loss of so-called security zones. A security zone makes up a collection of components, so that if one component in the zone fails, power in the whole zone is lost. Security zones are typically bounded by circuit breakers, which allow isolating consequences of faults.

An interesting problem occurs when faults in different zones do not occur independently. For example, power lines in adjacent zones often share transmission towers. A landslide, for instance, can cause the tower to collapse, affecting both zones simultaneously. It is important that the frequency of such events is taken into account, as otherwise the actual risk to the network might be underestimated.

The standard literature for common cause failure modelling assumes symmetry [3, 9], however, clearly, for our purpose, security zones will typically not exhibit symmetry, due to differences in layout, composition, and age of constituents. In this paper, we adapt the approach of Troffaes et al. [9] to allow for asymmetry.

In doing so, as opposed to existing methods [3, 4], we enable a more data driven approach to network reliability analysis. Specifically, we allow actual failure data on the network—which is most informative, but typically also very sparse—to be combined with say national average failure rates—such data is typically far more abundant, but also not necessarily as applicable to the specific network at hand due to specific local conditions which may be hard to model, let alone to be quantified.

A key feature of our approach is built-in sensitivity analysis against ill-known parameters, following [10, 7, 8, 9]. Following recent work on prior-data conflict [11, 12, 9], in this paper, we will focus on sensitivity analysis in the so-called learning parameters of the model, which essentially tells us how much we should weigh network specific data against our prior expectations informed by say national averages.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 derives the mathematical model for dealing with common cause failures in asymmetric two component systems. Section 3 discusses the statistical problem of how to estimate the parameters of the model. We construct a likelihood for typical kinds of data available. We then propose a conjugate prior, which is an independent product of a Dirichlet (or beta) prior and two Gamma priors. Finally, we discuss how sensitivity analysis can be performed to obtain posterior bounds. Section 4 works through an actual example. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Modelling Common Cause Failure for Asymmetric Components

2.1 Two Component Model
In this discourse, a ‘component’ denotes any subsystem, which, for the purpose of common cause analysis, we do not subdivide any further. In particular, it does not need to denote a separate electrical component of
Indeed, often, we have a good idea of the rate of any component involved (or is it the rate of any of the components involved?). The superscript denotes the particular component, and is required due to lack of symmetry. For comparison, in the standard basic parameter model in the literature is that we do not assume $q_1^A = q_1^B$ (and whence, also not that $q_{1}^A = Q_{1}^B$). This difference may seem only very subtle, particularly for the case where only two components are involved, however, the consequent mathematical treatment is notably different to merit a careful consideration, as follows.

We can easily express $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ in terms of the above parameters, once noted that a fraction of faults can be written as a ratio of fault rates:

$$\alpha_1 = \frac{q_1^A + q_1^B}{q_1^A + q_1^B + q_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

$$\alpha_2 = \frac{q_2}{q_1^A + q_1^B + q_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Now, consider the combination $\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2$:

$$\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2 = \frac{q_1^A + q_1^B + 2q_2}{q_1^A + q_1^B + q_2} = \frac{q_1^A + q_1^B}{q_1^A + q_1^B + q_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Consequently,

$$q_1^A + q_1^B + q_2 = \frac{q_1^A + q_1^B}{\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where the right hand side consists of observable quantities. Plugging this expression into our earlier expression for $\alpha_2$, we find:

$$\alpha_2 = \frac{q_2(\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2)}{q_1^A + q_1^B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

so, consequently:

$$q_2 = \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2} (q_1^A + q_1^B)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

We recovered one of the model parameters. For the other ones, simply use:

$$q_1^A = q_1^A - q_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

$$q_1^B = q_1^B - q_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$
2.2 Preliminary Example

To demonstrate the theory so far developed, we apply it on a simple example. Although in the following, the probabilities are entirely made up, they are representative of typical power networks.

Suppose we have a collection of customers supplied from two security zones, named A and B, where loss of power in both zones will result in customer interruption. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that, on average, per year, we observe 3 faults in zone A, and 5 faults in zone B. We also know that, from historical data, 15% of all faults in these zones results in customer interruption. What is the rate at which we lose customers?

Following the above model, we have:

\[ q_t^A = 3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)
\[ q_t^B = 5 \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

assuming rates are expressed per year, and

\[ \alpha_1 = 0.85 \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)
\[ \alpha_2 = 0.15 \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Then, following the earlier analysis, we find that:

\[ q_2 = \frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2} (q_t^A + q_t^B) \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)
\[ = \frac{0.15}{0.85 + 2 \times 0.15} (3 + 5) = 1.043 \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The rate at which customer interruption occurs is exactly 1.043, or about one per year. Note that we can also derive the rate at which independent failures occur:

\[ q_t^A = q_t^A - q_2 = 3 - 1.043 = 1.957 \]  \hspace{1cm} (17)
\[ q_t^B = q_t^B - q_2 = 5 - 1.043 = 3.957 \]  \hspace{1cm} (18)

3 Parameter Estimation from Data

An obvious challenge with our statistical model is that we need to estimate the failure rates of each component (or, security zone), as well as the fraction of double failures. Information relating to these probabilities can come from a variety of sources.

Two options present themselves:

1. Use historical failure data of single and double failures in the network under study to estimate the parameters \( q_t^A \), \( q_t^B \), and \( q_2 \), directly, say using maximum likelihood. A problem here is that, typically, for one specific network, not very much data may be available.

2. Use average nationwide failure rates \( q_t^A \) and \( q_t^B \), along with average nationwide double failure fraction \( \alpha_2 \). The methodology of Section 2.1 then applies to find \( q_t^A \), \( q_t^B \), and \( q_2 \). As there is far more nationwide data available, one would hope that this leads to more accurate estimates for \( q_t^A \), \( q_t^B \), and \( \alpha_2 \). A key problem here is that it is not clear to what extent nationwide averages will also apply to the specific network under study.

In this treatment, we use both sources of information: aggregated nationwide failure probabilities for components, obtained by averaging, as well as local data specific to the location of interest. As already mentioned, the latter sort of data is typically very sparse, but at the same time also more informative, as it can incorporate known information about individual asset condition, age, location (e.g. exposure to extreme weather, marine corrosion or industrial pollution), level of utilisation and actual fault history.

We now propose a conjugate Bayesian model for dealing with both types of data. Specifically, we use the aggregated data to construct a prior, and then use the likelihood of the local data to update this prior to a posterior. From a likelihood perspective, the prior simply represents pseudo counts, so effectively, we are really simply adding local data to the nationwide data to obtain a local prediction.

A key question is: how strong should the nationwide data be weighed in comparison to the local data? Or, phrased differently: how relevant do we believe is the nationwide data for making predictions about the local situation? In conjugate analysis \[1\], there is a natural parameter which represents this subjective judgement. What we will do is perform a sensitivity analysis against this parameter, very similar to what is done in for instance the imprecise Dirichlet model, or more generally, in the exponential family \[10, 6, 11, 12\].

Observe that the expression for \( q_2 \) in terms of the alpha-factors \( \alpha_1 \), \( \alpha_2 \) and total failure rates \( q_t^A \), \( q_t^B \) (Eq. 5) can be written as a function of just the alpha-factors, times a function of just the total failure rates. So, inspired by \[9\], for a joint prior, we use an independent product of two Gamma distributions, one on \( q_t^A \) and one on \( q_t^B \), and a Dirichlet (or, beta) distribution jointly on \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \). We now elaborate on this in the following sections.

3.1 Dirichlet Prior for Alpha-Factors

A natural way to estimate alpha-factors goes via a sequence of \( N \) observations, where \( n_1 \) of those involved single failures of either A or B (but not both), and
the remaining n₂ involved double failures of both A and B. The corresponding likelihood is:

$$\Pr(n_1, n_2 \mid \alpha_1, \alpha_2) = \binom{N}{n_1} \alpha_1^{n_1} \alpha_2^{n_2}.$$  (19)

A conjugate prior for the above likelihood is the Dirichlet density (or, beta density, as we have only two categories):

$$f(\alpha_1, \alpha_2 \mid s_1, t_1, t_2) \propto \alpha_1^{s_1-1} \alpha_2^{s_2-1}$$  (20)

with hyperparameters s > 0 and t₁, t₂ ∈ (0, 1) such that t₁ + t₂ = 1. The posterior density is simply:

$$f(\alpha_1, \alpha_2 \mid n_1, n_2, s_1, t_1, t_2) \propto \alpha_1^{s_1+n_1-1} \alpha_2^{s_2+n_2-1}. $$  (21)

By Eq. (21), we will need to find the posterior expectation of

$$E\left(\frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2}\right),$$  (22)

where we remind the reader that \(\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 = 1\), and typically, \(\alpha_2\) is expected to be small. As discussed in great detail in [9], we can do so via Taylor expansion. For example, with second order expansion:

$$E\left(\frac{\alpha_2}{\alpha_1 + 2\alpha_2}\right) \approx \frac{n_2 + st_2}{N + s} \left(1 - \frac{n_2 + st_2 + 1}{N + s + 1}\right)$$  (25)

using the well-known properties of the Dirichlet distribution (for example, see [9, Eq. (10)]); we remind the reader that \(N = n_1 + n_2\). For this approximation, the absolute error is less than:

$$\frac{n_2 + st_2 n_2 + st_2 + 1 n_2 + st_2 + 2}{N + s} \frac{N + s + 1}{N + s + 2}.$$  (26)

### 3.2 Gamma Prior for Total Failure Rates

To estimate total failure rates, assume we have observed a component (\(A\) or \(B\)) for time \(T\), during which this component failed \(M\) times. The likelihood for the failure rate \(q_t\) of this component is then:

$$\Pr(M \mid q_t, T) = \frac{(q_T)^M \exp(-q_T T)}{M!}$$  (27)

as we assumed a Poisson process. A conjugate prior for this likelihood is the Gamma density:

$$f(q_t \mid u, v) \propto q_t^{u-1} \exp(-q_t u)$$  (28)

with hyperparameters \(u > 0\) and \(v > 0\). The posterior density is:

$$f(q_t \mid M, T, u, v) \propto q_t^{u+M-1} \exp(-q_t(u + T))$$  (29)

By Eq. (28), of interest is the posterior expectation of \(q_t\), which is simply:

$$E(q_t \mid M, T, u, v) = \frac{T}{u + T} M + \frac{u}{u + T} v.$$  (30)

Considering this posterior expectation when \(T = 0\), we see that \(v\) represents a prior expectation for \(q_t\), and considering this posterior expectation when \(T = u\), we see that \(u\) represents the time \(T\) needed before the posterior starts to move away from this prior [9 Sec. 3.2].

### 3.3 Full Analysis

Let us put everything together.

For the alpha-factors, suppose our prior expected fraction of single failures is \(t_1\), and our prior fraction of double failures is \(t_2\). Moreover, we observed \(n_1\) single failures, and \(n_2\) double failures. We are rather unsure about how much weight to assign to the prior, that is, we are unsure about the hyperparameter \(s\). Remember, in a likelihood interpretation of Bayesian inference, \(s\) can be thought of the total pseudo count assigned to the prior. Say, \(s \in [s, \bar{s}]\); for example, with \(s = 0\) and \(\bar{s} = 5\), we count the prior for no more than five observations. As discussed in [9], it seems quite sensible to perform a sensitivity analysis over \(s\), to properly cope with prior-data conflict.

For the total failure rates, suppose our prior expected failure rates are \(v^A\) and \(v^B\). Moreover, we observed \(M^A\) failures of component \(A\) during a time span of \(T\), and \(M^B\) failures of component \(B\) during a time span of \(T\). For simplicity we take the observed time spans for both components to be identical, as this is the case for our application, but it could be relaxed easily. Again, we are rather unsure about the hyperparameters \(u^A\) and \(u^B\) — for simplicity, we will also take these to be equal: \(u := u^A = u^B\) (again this could be relaxed easily). Here, \(u\) can be thought of a pseudo observation time assigned to the prior. Say, \(u \in [\underline{u}, \bar{u}]\); for example, with \(\underline{u} = 0\) and \(\bar{u} = 3\), we count the prior failure rates for no more than 3 years.

Consequently, by Eqs. (8), (25), and (30),

$$E(q_2 \mid D) = \inf_{s \in [s, \bar{s}]} \sup_{u \in [\underline{u}, \bar{u}]} E(q_2 \mid D, s, u),$$  (31)

$$E(q_2 \mid D) = \sup_{s \in [s, \bar{s}]} \inf_{u \in [\underline{u}, \bar{u}]} E(q_2 \mid D, s, u).$$  (32)

When we assume independence between the alpha-factors and the total failure rates, the expectation de-
composes into a product:

\[
E(q_2 \mid D, s, u) = \frac{n_2 + st_2}{N + s} \left(1 - \frac{n_2 + st_2 + 1}{N + s + 1}\right) \times \frac{u(v^A + v^B) + M^A + M^B}{u + T}
\]  

and

\[
D := (n_1, n_2, M^A, M^B, T, t_1, t_2, v^A, v^B).
\]

Note that the optimization problem for \( s \) and \( u \) can be solved through two independent optimisation problems, one in just \( s \), and one in just \( u \). For the optimisation in \( u \), due to the monotonicity of the objective function, it suffices look at just \( u \) and \( \pi \). The objective function in \( s \) is not always monotone (although it often will be), but nevertheless numerical optimisation is still quite easy. The example provides more detail.

Note that bounds for the lower and upper posterior expectations of \( q^A_1 \) and \( q^B_2 \) can be derived in a very similar way, through Eqs. (9) and (10)—we leave this to the reader.

\section{Network Risk Example}

\subsection{Problem Description}

Following is a generic double circuit reliability problem, based on an actual case study in the North-East of England.

There are two unequal circuits. Circuit A has an expected failure rate of 0.3856 per year, based on 2 transformers and 24.1 km of line and cable. Circuit B has an expected failure rate of 0.3279 per year, based on 1 transformer and 21.5 km of line and cable. No adjustments have been made for asset condition. In the past 12 years, circuit A has experienced 7 failures in 12 years, and circuit B has experienced 4 failures in 12 years. Of these failures, 3 were double failures. For a group of 11 neighbouring (and similar) circuits, there have been 38 failures, of which 24 were single failures, and 14 were double failures—these 38 include the circuit we are studying. On average, for a much larger group of circuits at that voltage, but not necessarily similar to the double circuit under study, about 18% of all failures are double failures.

\subsection{Prior and Data}

As global prior for the alpha-factors, we use the global average: \( t_1 = 0.82 \) and \( t_2 = 0.18 \). It seems reasonable to use neighbouring circuits to correct our prior information about the alpha-factors of our circuit: so \( n_1 = 24 \) and \( n_2 = 14 \).

For the total failure rates, an expert provided us with some prior expectations based on global averages of failures for the particular components that make up the circuits: \( v^A = 0.3856 \) and \( v^B = 0.3279 \). We have \( M^A = 7 \) failures during \( T^A = 12 \) years of circuit A, and \( M^B = 4 \) failures during \( T^B = 12 \) years of circuit B.

All we need in addition is some assessment about \( s \) (number of total failures needed before we start to move away from the prior in the direction of the data for alpha-factors) and \( u \) (time needed before starting to move away from prior in direction of the data for total failure rates). As discussed in Section 3.3, we will perform a sensitivity analysis over intervals for both \( s \) and \( u \). Let us take \( s = [0, 15] \) and \( u = [0, 10] \), which seem conservative yet reasonable given their interpretation discussed earlier.

\subsection{Posterior Bounds}

We must solve the optimisation problems in Eqs. (31) and (32), using Eq. (33). Let

\[
f(s) := \frac{n_2 + st_2}{N + s} \left(1 - \frac{n_2 + st_2 + 1}{N + s + 1}\right),
\]

\[
e(s) := \frac{n_2 + st_2}{N + s} \frac{n_2 + st_2 + 1}{N + s + 1} \frac{n_2 + st_2 + 2}{N + s + 2},
\]

\[
g(u) := \frac{u(v^A + v^B) + M^A + M^B}{u + T}.
\]

where \( e(s) \) represents a bound on the absolute error, as \( f(s) \) is only an approximation (see Eq. (26)). With

\[
\underline{f} := \inf_{s \in [0, 15]} f(s) \quad \overline{f} := \sup_{s \in [0, 15]} f(s)
\]

\[
\underline{\pi} := \sup_{s \in [0, 15]} e(s)
\]

and

\[
\underline{g} := \inf_{u \in [0, 10]} g(u) = \min_{u \in [0, 10]} g(u)
\]

\[
\overline{g} := \sup_{u \in [0, 10]} g(u) = \max_{u \in [0, 10]} g(u),
\]

where we used that \( g \) is a monotone function, we then have that

\[
E(q_2 \mid D) \geq (\overline{f} - \underline{\pi}) \underline{g}
\]

\[
\overline{E}(q_2 \mid D) \leq (\overline{\pi} - \underline{\pi}) \overline{g}
\]

\footnote{Instead of \( \pi \), we could use \( e(\arg \inf_{s \in [0, 15]} f(s)) \) and \( e(\arg \sup_{s \in [0, 15]} f(s)) \) to arrive at slightly better error bounds, but in practice it makes little difference.}
By numerical optimisation, we find
\[ f = 0.212 \quad \bar{f} = 0.227 \quad \bar{e} = 0.057 \quad (44) \]
\[ g = 0.824 \quad \bar{g} = 0.917 \quad (45) \]

Concluding,
\[ E(q_2 \mid D) \geq 0.128 \quad (46) \]
\[ E(q_2 \mid D) \leq 0.260 \quad (47) \]

Note that the absolute error \( \bar{e} \) is rather large in comparison to \( f \) and \( \bar{f} \)—this is due to the fact that the data reflects a rather high value for \( \alpha_2 \), and low order approximations only work well when \( \alpha_2 \) is less than 0.1. Using instead a sixth order approximation (the equations are very easy to compute, but rather long to write down, see [9] for details; also note that the approximation scheme is designed for ease of computation at the expense of requiring the use of higher order terms, and that more sophisticated techniques might achieve this accuracy with fewer terms), we find:
\[ f = 0.237 \quad \bar{f} = 0.266 \quad (48) \]
\[ \bar{e} = 0.002 \quad (49) \]

so, because \( \bar{e} \) is quite small,
\[ E(q_2 \mid D) \approx 0.194 \quad (50) \]
\[ E(q_2 \mid D) \approx 0.245, \quad (51) \]

or in other words, we expect a double failure every four or five years.

5 Conclusions

We have explored a model for dealing with common cause failures in simple power networks, allowing data from various sources to be merged into a meaningful number, or range of numbers when robustness is at stake.

We assumed immediate repair, which is clearly not realistic. Non-immediate repair is typically modelled through continuous time Markov chains [2, Chapters 7–13], which have not yet received that much attention in the imprecise literature. The other unrealistic assumption is the Markov assumption itself, although that assumption seems still pervasive in the standard literature. In practice, failure rates are rarely independent of the history of the system, so the ability to build some level of non-stationarity into the model would be desirable. Moreover, it is not entirely clear how the typical simulation techniques that deal with these issues can be made to work to achieve a robust analysis over a range of parameters.

For more complex power networks, the model would need to be extended to handle multiple components. Although this is mathematically quite easy, difficulties are to be expected with estimating parameters that relate to common cause events, because there can be many more ways in which multiple failures occur when three or more components are involved. Some level of symmetry between common cause events would likely need to be accepted.

Another interesting question would be to investigate how the analysis impacts decisions, say on asset replacement.
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